Exit restrictions in Saxony-Anhalt
period of validity – not less than two weeks as of 23.03.2020

What is currently allowed and what is not:

- It is prohibited to get together with more than two persons (excepted family members)
- Celebrations and parties are not allowed
- Stay at home
- Keep distance
  limit your social contacts
- All gastronomic business and service companies are closed
  (also hair- and beauty salons and tattoo studios)
- Visiting hospitals and nursing homes is prohibited

You can stay outside your house for:

- getting to work
- taking care of animals
  (walking the dog, visiting the vet)
- buying groceries;
  visiting a doctor, pharmacy, bank
- moving in the fresh air
  (+ 2 persons or family)
- visiting life partner
  (or people with disabilities)
- helping minors and people with disabilities
- picking up the food
- attending the funerals
  (only family members)
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